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 (ولغت العصرهاهلج (الوسرح الشكسبيري هحاضراث هادة 

 

Hamlet HAS A notably classical patina. When Horatio calls himself an "antique Roman" 

rather than a Dane (5.2.292), he draws attention to a characteristic of the play that does 

not follow from its setting in a legendary North. A chain of strongly linked allusions to 

Caesar and Brutus runs through the drama. Polonius and his family come from a neo-

Latin environ ment. Hamlet/Nero has an uncle called Claudius. Nowhere is this classical 

patina thicker than in the Player's speech, which pretends to be a passage from a play 

about the fall of Troy and is as good a specimen as any of Humanist tragedy, a genre that, 

as Brant?me said admiringly of the works of Robert Gamier, aims at excelling "en parler 

haut, grave, et tragique.”1 

Mourning and remembrance are constitutive themes of revenge drama.2 Since in the 

early modern world antiquity is the past par excellence, its pervasive presence is not 

surprising in a play that is so literally and ostentatiously a Trauerspiel or "play of mourn 

ing." But while at some ultimate level of analysis classical antiquity may join an earlier 

England, a garden world, or the Forest of Arden as one of many more or less contingent 

screens for the projection of mourning and nostalgia, its explicit and systematic fore 

grounding in Hamlet invites analysis and interpretation on its own terms. 

Elsinore is the center panel in a triptych with Roman and Trojan side panels. This 

framing holds equally true of the internal structure of Hamlet and of its position between 

Julius Caesar and Troilus and Cressida. In these three plays Shakespeare confronts the 
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legacy of antiquity and tragedy in very different forms. Whereas the Roman and Trojan 

plays dramatize ancient subjects in a classicizing and relatively academic manner, Hamlet 

transposes a famous revenge plot of antiquity into a "modern" setting and oddly 

intertwines the question of the protagonist's succession with that of the playwright's 

success. 

Shakespeare knew, as did Dante before him, that the biblical midpoint of his life 

coincided with the turn of a century. Hamlet is a play of greater length and scope than 

anything else Shakespeare had written before or was to write again. It is also, as Frank 

Kermode has said, "the first great tragedy Europe had produced for two thousand years."3 

The ambition and achievement that are visible to us in retrospect are very much part of 

the playwright's awareness. The drama at Elsinore self-consciously engages the legacy of 

ancient tragedy through a process in which a web of allusive ties links the protagonist and 

his playwright to Orestes, Brutus, and Pyrrhus and establishes modern tragedy as a drama 

of reluctant modernity. 

At some point before 1589 an Elizabethan dramatist, probably Thomas Kyd, wrote a play 

about the story of Amleth. The author in all probability came across the story in 

Belieferest's Histoires Tragiques, a multi-volume anthology of short stories based on a 

similar anthology by Bandello. Belieforest got his story from the Historiae Danicae of 

Saxo Grammaticus, a work that a reason ably educated playwright might also possess or 

find in the library of a friend or patron. Why did the playwright choose this rather 

obscure story for the subject of a play? The choice was almost certainly the result of a 

more or less conscious search for equivalents, the deep habit of early modern playwrights 

to pick stories that stood in a complex relationship to the plots of ancient drama.4 They 

considered the here and now of their stage and looked for stories that would replicate the 

relationship that ancient plays had to the then and there of their audiences. The choices 

depended very much on the definition of that relationship. If one envisaged it as sacred 

history, one would pick a story from the Old Testament, as Buchanan did in his Jephtha, 

which uses Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis as the template for the story of the sacrifice of 

Jephtha's daughter. If one thought of it as national history, one would look for stories 

from the distant past. 
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Thus Trissino, the author of the first hellenizing tragedy, looked for an equivalent to the 

foreign temptresses that Euripides had portrayed in the figures of Medea and Phaedra. He 

found her in Sofonisba, the sister of Hannibal, a choice that had the authority of Vergil 

and his Carthaginian Dido behind it. But since Rome provided not only the national 

history of Italy but the common history of Europe, plays about Caesar or Cleopatra 

anywhere in Europe were thought to function as plays about Helen or Agamemnon had 

functioned in Athens. Wherever there is a play with any ancient ties, some version of the 

calculus of equivalents is at work. On the English stage (or closet stage), Gorboduc 

reenacts the fratricidal strife of Eteocles and Polyneices, whereas The Misfortunes of 

Arthur and Gisrnond of Salrene are Thyestes plays set in the world of vernacular legend. 

If the author of the Ur-Hamlet was as conventional as these authors, he chose the story of 

Amleth because the saga of a son who kills the uncle who murdered his father and 

married his mother was like the story of Orestes. If he was educated enough to write 

plays he would have known that Orestes was a famous tragic character. If he was learned 

he might know that Euripides wrote a play about Orestes. He might have looked at or 

known someone who had looked at Orestes, which was one of the better known Greek 

tragedies in early modern Europe. 


